Delice Emulsion Shampoo 比去蝨
Each pack contains

γ-BHC……1%

Directions

Use 1 pack 10 ml.

How to Check for Lice
Before starting to use the shampoo, it’s important to check the hair of each family member thoroughly,
preferably in daylight. Use an anti-lice comb to check dry hair for head lice and treat all those with head
lice on the same day, in order to avoid re-infestation.



Instruction of using the Delice Emulsion shampoo

 Rinse to wet the hair, put 10ml of the Delice Emulsion shampoo onto the wet hair and scalp and









rub in thoroughly.
Leave the Delice Emulsion shampoo on the hair for 3-5 minutes.
Comb the hair with a fine comb (lice comb) to find the eggs. It may help to divide the hair into
sections. All eggs must be removed! It might take 2 / 3 hours or more, and you may have to pick
out the eggs by hand where the comb has not picked them up.
Rinse the hair and skin around the scalp well with water, rub with a dry towel.
Repeat using the Delice Emulsion shampoo after 24 hours when necessary, but use up to 2 times
a week.
Remember to use the lice comb to find the eggs and remove all nits away from your head.
After 7 days check the hair again, repeat treatment with the Delice Emulsion again if necessary.
Please get a doctor’s certificate before your child comes back to school.

To Clear Lice from the Home

 Wash all washable clothing (including hats, scarves, and coats) and all bed linens, towels and





washcloths that have had contact with anyone with lice in the past 3 days. Machine-wash in hot,
soapy water and then dry. Use the hot cycle of a dryer for at least 20 minutes.
Soak combs, brushes, hair barrettes, and hair bands and sports helmets in very hot water (60ºC)
for 10 minutes.
Pillows, stuffed animals, clothing and other things that cannot be washed may be dry cleaned or
put in air tight plastic bags for 2 weeks.
Vacuum all carpets and furniture, put the vacuum cleaner's dust bag in a plastic bag, tie tightly
and throw away.

If you have any question of head lice, please contact with TES School Nurses.






EPC (WLR) Infant Nurse: Feng Chiu Tu / (02) 8145-9007 # 1141
EPC (WLR) Junior Nurse: Iris Lee / (02) 8145-9007 # 1142
ESC (YMS) School Nurses: Barbara Liu / (02) 8145-9007 # 2141
ESC (YMS) School Nurses: Joanna Tan/ (02) 8145-9007 # 2142

